
Differences between V1 and V2 of Red Barricades (Chapter O) 

Various minor formatting changes, the occasional page reference has been replaced by a rules reference 
instead, etc. 

O.3 errata from 93a Annual applied. 

Delete ", but only to same-level LOS" 

O1.2 Q&A from 96 Annual incorporated into O5.42. 

Q. What is the cost for a fully-tracked AFV to enter a roofless Factory hex through a Vehicle-sized 
entrance? 
A. One-quarter of its MP. 

O5.33 Q&A from 93b Annual incorporated into O5.331, first bullet point. 

Q. Does Breaching a Factory Interior Wall that is a hexside of a Fortified Building Location permit 
entrance of that Fortified Building Location just as if the latter itself had been Breached? 
A. Yes -- but the effects given in O5.331 also apply. 

O5.41 errata from 95w Annual applied. 

In lines 5 after "O4" add ")[EXC: if the firer's LOS enters the target's Roofless Factory Hex within 
the building depiction (see the EX at the bottom of this page)]". 

O5.441 The last sentence of the EX has been deleted (because it's in error; a terrain blaze is only 4 levels 
high when there's no wind, which means it wouldn't drift). 

O6.3 A line has been added to the EX explaining that Height Advantage does not apply to ground-level 
units attacked by a unit in a Cellar.  (Why this addition is in the EX, and not the body of the rules, is a bit 
of a mystery.) 

O6.8 New paragraph, incorporating the O6.3 Q&A from J1. 

O6.8 SMOKE: Smoke placed at ground-level does not extend INTO a Cellar Location. LOS from 
a Cellar Location to a ground-level Location is affected by Smoke at the ground level of the Cellar 
unit's hex but the +1 Hindrance for firing out of SMOKE (A24.8) is NA. 

O11.2 DEFINITIONS: Pocket: The phrase "friendly (11.6058)" has been inserted between "any" and 
"map" in the second sentence. 

O11.4 CG2. The RB SSR are correctly located on the reverse of Scenario RB5, not RB6. 

O11.4 CG5. Q&A from 97 Annual incorporated. 

Q. Does this rule apply to Guns only? (i.e., is Bore Sighting allowed for a MG?) 
A. No. (No.) 

O11.4 CG9. Errata from 93b Annual applied. 

In line 19, add "non-East" before "edge". 

O11.4 CG10. Q&A from 92 Annual (x2) and 93a Annual incorporated. 



Q. When Retaining an OBA module, is its draw pile Retained as is? 
A. No, it is restored to the number of black and red chits it had at the start of the previous 
scenario. 

Q. If an OBA module is retained but currently has no radio or field phone, may the player choose 
one to replace it? 
A. Yes -- but choosing a radio to replace a field phone (or vice-versa) is NA. {92; 95; 96} 

Q. May a Retained field-phone/Offboard-Observer/Pre-Registered-Hex be moved to a new legal 
Location for the next CG scenario? 
A. Yes. 

O11.4 CG13. Rule is slightly reworded for clarity. 

O11.6056 POCKETS: In the sixth sentence, the words "friendly (11.6058)" has been inserted in-between 
"nor any" and "map-edge hex". 

O11.6057 Q&A from 92 Annual has been incorporated into O11.6058, defining the friendly map edges for 
each side. 

Q. If a German Perimeter Area contains no map-edge hex along the north/west edge of the map, 
is that Perimeter Area a Pocket? 
A. Yes, even if it does contain one map-edge hex along the east/south edge. Conversely, the 
same is true of a Russian Perimeter Area that contains no map-edge hex along the east/south 
edge. 

O11.6058 In the first sentence, the word "friendly" has been inserted between "adds a" and "map-edge 
hex".   

O11.6063 In the Escape Table, the header "AFV:" has been replaced by "Mobile AFV:". 

O11.6091 The erroneous reference to "CG19" has been replaced by "CG7". 

O11.6112 Errata from 92 Annual applied. 

O11.617 Q&A from 97 Annual has been incorporated. 

Q. May a crew be Battle Hardened using this rule? 
A. No. In lines 4 and 6 add "non-crew" before "MMC", and in line 7 delete "(as ... crew)". 

O11.619 The errata from the 90 Annual (2 items) has been applied (note that later printings of 1st ed. RB 
already had this errata applied). 

O11.6194 The errata from the 90 Annual has been applied (note that later printings of 1st ed. RB already 
had this errata applied). 

O11.6194b The Q&A from 93b Annual has been incorporated. 

Q. May units/Equipment use HIP while in Reserve? 
A. No. 

Q. Can the Russian Player receive RG I8 (MOL-P Pltn) as a Reserve RG at no CCP cost? 
A. No, in the Second Edition of Red Barricades the cost of RG I8 was changed to 2 and there are 



now three MOL-P in a full-strength platoon. See also the errata on the Russian Reinforcement 
Group Chart in the 1990 ASL Annual. 

Q. Does a Reserve RG receive one Cloaking counter per squad-equivalent (E1.411), plus up to 
five Dummy Cloaking counters, or one Cloaking counter per Location occupied by Reserve units, 
plus up to five Dummy Cloaking counters? 
A. One per squad-equivalent. 

 

O11.6194b The Q&A from J1 has been partly incorporated, in that the word "ground" has been inserted 
between "until an enemy" and "unit" in the sixth sentence.  The remainder of the Q&A has not been 
directly incorporated (but is pretty obvious). 

O11.621 In the EX, the duplicate reference to 11.6242 has been replaced by 11.6244. 

O11.6235 The VC for a German (or Russian) Assault have been reworded, to remove a logical flaw with 
the old text; now, the Attacker must control >= 24 (or 12) Stone Locations than he started with (the 
comparison with how many he loses is gone). 

O11.6243 Q&A from 97 Annual has been incorporated. 

Note that: 

O5.33 Q&A from 97 Annual still applies (but the answer can be derived from the printed rules; a factory 
interior wall is, by definition, within the building depiction, so of course only interior Factory TEM applies, 
per B23.741). 

O6.1 Q&A from 93a Annual still applies. 

O10.45 Q&A from 95w Annual still applies (the answer is not necessarily obvious, since the MOL-P is one 
of only a few weapons that don't use the ATT to fire SMOKE). 

O11.4 CG9. In the German Infantry/AFV RG entry instructions, the phrase "on/between A9 and N0, as 
well as" should be deleted, as it doesn't make any sense (per an old unofficial Q&A that isn't included in 
Scott R.'s compilation, which may explain why it was overlooked for the 2nd ed. rules). 

O11.619 & O11.6205 Q&A from 91 Annual still applies. 

O11.621 Q&A from J1 still applies (but it's rather obvious). 

O11.6234 Q&A from 93a Annual still applies.  (If E1.411 had been properly updated, it would be 
redundant, but that's an argument for another day ....) 

Q. May a MMC not suffering from Ammunition Shortage restore the same status to more than 
one Ammunition Shortage-afflicted unit per turn? 
A. No. 

 

The following errata applies to 2nd ed. Chapter O: 

O5.3  Hexes K12 and L13 do not share a hexside.  S/b K13-L13.  [also applies to 1st ed. Chapter O] 



O10.45 The word "Dispersed" is missing from between "white" and "Smoke".  (Note that C13.58 does not 
omit it.) 

O11.2 DEFINITIONS: The second instance of "Perimeter" s/b "Perimeter Area". 

O11.6142 AFV PLATOON WITHDRAWAL: There should be a ">=" symbol between "has had" and "one 
AFV" in the first sentence. 

O11.6143 ISOLATED AFV: There should be a "<=" symbol between "dr of" and "the current turn number" 
in the third sentence.  (Not trivial!) 

O11.621 Note 6.  In the fifth sentence, "Gun" s/b "Guns". 

Footnote 15. "L141-L147" s/b "LL41-LL47". 


